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Farm News 
Community supported/ sustainable farming/ biodynamic produce/ healthy eating 
 

Cloughjordan Community Farm  News Bulletin                              Issue no. 2 Mar  2016 
Corn salad coming up March  2016                                                                                            Photo EB 

March Madness: 
After biding our time for the wayward weather to calm down, the sun has finally arrived to 
herald Spring proper. This month has been unseasonably cold and the sun’s heat sparse but over 
the last few days green shoots have burst forth in the polytunnels thanks to the new sun’s rays 
and in the days and weeks after St. Patrick’s Day we will be going into overdrive on the 
Farm...sewing trays and trays of seedlings, transplanting into pots, after that into the fields. Our 
irrigation systems are being cleaned and restored, channels dug for new fencing, old crops 
cleared, fruit beds weeded, soil turned over in the tunnels and fields…..after winter’s hibernation 
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we are limbering up for the explosive abundance of life and growth in the madly busy weeks 
ahead.  

Horse Power v Tractor Power 
Why Use Horses on Our Community Farm? Interview with Pat Malone. 
 
“The first and most important point is sustainability…horses produce about 7 tonnes of dung a 
year. Now that we have our own horses stabled, we no longer need to import dung for making 
compost for our land. During the spring and summer they graze and they even tidy verges in the 
autumn; yes we need to feed them hay in winter, but that costs very little compared to what they 
give back to the land and to us.”  It doesn’t take long to realise that Pat Malone, our 
Community Farmer and Producer, is passionate about horses and an ardent advocate of using 
horses to work and till the land.  
 
 

 
 
Pat teaching tilling with Shadow      Photo EB 
 

Yet whilst the aesthetic appeal of hearking 
back to older traditional methods doesn’t 
escape him, it’s his strong practical streak 
that comes to the fore in Pat’s discourse 
on the topic: “The equipment you use for 
horses is simple and light compared to 
tractor equipment and therefore easy to 
repair. A decent blacksmith can usually 
sort the problem out.  Whilst the initial 
outlay on a team of horses and their 
harness and so on will be similar to that of 
a small tractor,  the running costs of an 
animal and its equipment are cheaper than 
a tractor and its related equipment. And 
the horse also produces ‘fuel’ for the 
land…...” 

 

According to Pat and Kevin Dudley, our vegetable Producer on the Farm, alongside the above 
pragmatic considerations, current research in this area reveals that the core benefit of having 
horses on the land is not just sustainability or even that they’re economically efficient but that 
they are also of proactive benefit in terms of improving the quality of the soil and thus the 
productivity of the land. 
“Horses are ideal for farming intensively or for larger scale vegetable production as with our 
Community Farm,” Pat continues. “First of all they don’t create compaction of the soil in the 
way that tractors inevitably do. Whilst their walking on the land obviously creates some 
compaction, with a horse it’s intermittent rather than the constant wheel track ….and the action 
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of the horse’s hoof in itself helps to open up and loosen the soil. Over time, this opening up of 
the soil plays a significant role in improving its structure and consequently its fertility.”  
Last summer John Hogan, a renowned horticultural expert and farming consultant, visited 
our Farm accompanied by other local Organic Farmers and agricultural students and was visibly 
impressed by the ‘open, spongy’ quality of our soil.  
He explained that many farms he visited suffered from leaching of soil nutrition due to 
compaction caused by heavy machine traffic but that here on our Farm he could see for himself 
the benefits of less compaction in the soil structure and he expanded eruditely on the increased 
ability of more ‘open’ soils to hold nutrition for the plants.  
 

 
Visiting Horticultural Consultant John Hogan discusses the importance of soil structure on our Community 
Farm   June 2015         Photo:  EB                                                                                                     

 
Whilst a firm believer in these long term benefits for the soil structure and the consequent 
improvement in the overall quality of the land, Pat prefers to ground most of his own arguments 
pro horses in the practical, expounding on the versatility of the horse versus the tractor in adverse 
conditions, for example:    
“Horses can also negotiate very uneven ground and till in ground that has seen rain. That means 
you can use horses on the land earlier in the year, when it would be impossible to use a 
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tractor…..without horses we would not have been able to plant early spuds or early turnips this 
year for instance as big heavy tractor wheels would have turned the land to muck and destroyed 
it. With horses you can take advantage….  
...of a narrow window of good weather and get out there as we just did in February there; we 
even managed to plant some beans along with the spuds and turnips. With a tractor you mightn’t 
get into the fields until April….”  
Despite not wishing to hinge his viewpoint on the less tangible benefits of this approach, Pat 
nevertheless does admit that there is something special about the relationship you have to the 
land when working it with horses.  
“ With the horses you are always looking forward as they and all their equipment are in front of 
you... and you are looking ahead at them and out over the land. With a tractor you are always 
looking behind you as all the equipment is attached behind it and behind you….it’s a simple 
thing but it makes a real difference….”  
 
Whilst obviously more labour intensive for the Farmer, the relationship fostered between the 
Farmer, the animals and the land is real and direct and undoubtedly adds something powerful to 
the equation. There is a closer physical contact via the animal to the soil which naturally induces 
a more thoughtful stewardship of the land. Add this to inbuilt sustainability, less intrusion upon 
the land leading to enhancement of the soil’s structure, all with natural compost production 
included and it would seem you have a convincing manifesto for going back to the future with 
horses…..   
                                                     

 
The Irish Working Horses Association: 
To find out more about working land with horses,  check 
out the Irish Working Horses Association website, by 
clicking on the link below: 
 
IWHA 
 
We welcome feedback on this and other articles which we 
can include in Reader’s Comments in the next edition. 
 
Pat and his Pals Dec 2015           Photo EB 
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Regarding the quality of the soil on our Farm, Kevin Dudley has been gauging the nutritional quality 
of some of the vegetables we produce using the BRIX method which measures the sucrose, fructose, 
vitamins, minerals, amino acids, proteins, hormones, and other solids present in any particular plant 
juice using a simple hand refractometer. Put very simply, the higher the BRIX number, the healthier the 
plant and the better- and tastier- the produce. In one of our Harvest Reports last year we referred to our 
‘Super Beets’ as Kevin tested our beets in 2012 via this method and at that time they registered 9 on the 
Brix scale.  In 2015, just 3 years later, that number had risen to 15 suggesting a significant 
improvement in plant quality. For more info on BRIX click on these links :    Brix Testing      Brix 
Equals Quality 

Visits from RTE: 
At the end of January this year Wendy and Pat and children were filmed in their home by RTE 
for an episode of What Are You Eating? ...a series on Irish food today presented by Philip 
Boucher Hayes. Eco Eye also re-visited Cloughjordan for an episode dedicated to sustainable 
food. Check out the link below.        
 

 

It would seem that there is a bit of a 
theme happening: in the eyes of the 
national media, Cloughjordan and the 
Ecovillage are increasingly becoming 
associated with quality, healthy and 
sustainable food production - as well 
as more environmentally aware living 
in general - providing welcome 
opportunities to demonstrate to a wider 
public that the two things are 
inextricably linked i.e. that caring 
about where your food comes from is 
at the heart of sustainable living. 

Pat and Wendy and kids with presenter Philip Boucher-Hayes and the Programme’s Producers Pic: RTE              
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RTE’s ‘Eco Eye’ also came back to Cloughjordan recently to film part of an episode 
focusing on Sustainable Food. Click on the link below to watch.  
(Cloughjordan features at 10.26 mins in.) 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLK-pylZLwcDYJ6BRPm_X1j5f-
VRBERTKO&v=1BdA7zcuigc 
 
In a not unconnected segue, we would like to congratulate Joe Fitzmaurice and Julie 
Lockett on the 2016 Irish Food Writers’ Guild accolades awarded to their increasingly 
celebrated Riot Rye breads… Along with fellow recognised producers from the midlands, 
they are leading the way in highlighting Cloughjordan and Co. Tipperary as a region where 
authentic, sustainable  local food production has  taken serious root. This is not the first time 
that their hard work and the resulting quality of their produce has been recognised….. and it 
clearly won’t be the last. More power to your elbows!   

Upcoming Events: 
 

Saturday 9th April                              Cloughjordan Community Farm   
Community Farm Tomato and Pepper Plant sale.  
Contact Mary McGuinness for details on: 086 1975 801 or email: guinnessgold@hotmail.com 
Click on this link for info on the varieties:    Farm Plant Sale 
Also please keep an eye on our April Harvest Reports for any updates or possible date changes to 
above. 
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Red and gold cherry tomatoes                                Glistening green peppers                                Photos:  EB 

 
Thursday 24th March        8pm Thomas McDonagh Heritage Centre           
Climate Change Talks: As part of a series of public talks in the wake of the Paris summit, 
the second talk: The Paris Accord: The Challenges of Implementation will be given by Professor 
Barry McMullin, Executive Dean, faculty of Engineering and Computing, Dublin City 
University. The Paris Accord sets the ambitious objective of keeping global average temperatures ‘to well below 
2°C above pre-industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial 
levels’ yet offers few means to achieve it. Professor Barry McMullin will outline the scale of the challenge for our 
societies to try to achieve this objective. 
 
Dr. Ollie Moore’s presentation at the first talk on the 10th March last - Beyond Paris: 
Facing the Challenges is now available to view by clicking this link: 
https://prezi.com/sv4yafmkk9sh/test-1/	
	

Members Suggestions and Queries: 
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Our Suggestions and Queries Box in the Coach House was empty this month….We are aware that this 
time of year is tough for Members as there is much less variety in the produce and we are relying on the 
staple roots and the ubiquitous Kale to see us through the bleaker months until there is fresh growth in the 
Spring. However this should all change rapidly over the coming weeks as green shoots start to sprout in 
the tunnels... we shall soon be delivering much more mixed salad, broccoli, fresh growth chard and early 
field veg such as leeks and spring onions...and of course bountiful supplies of herbs.  
We shall keep you up to date with what to expect in the weeks ahead and let you know what to expect in 
the Coach House with our twice weekly Harvest reports.    
For your info the Feeding Ourselves Event plus Farm Flick on 5th March raised almost 750 euros 
for the Farm, after costs.  
 
If you have any queries re produce or the Farm generally that cannot wait for our monthly bulletin reply, 
please contact  Eileen Brannigan on ebrannig@eircom.net or Tamara McGinty on tamaramacginty@gmail.com 

 
 

Recipes: Ideas for Seasonal Eating  
 

March: This is the month of transition: we desire a change from endless winter soups and 
stews but it’s a little too early for cool, leafy salads; we still need some robust sustenance to fend 
off the chills at this in between stage of the season but crave fresh tastes and textures….. 
  
 Leek Recipes We Love that aren't just Potato leek Soup 
 
Delicious Beetroot salad recipes 
 
Enjoy the above which include tasty risottos, hearty warm salads and robust, spicy cold ones to 
ease us into the first cautious days of Spring….enjoy! 
 

And please do send us your own recipes! Recipes you’ve tried out at home and personal 
favourites, old and new, are always welcome…. no matter how informal. Send to Eileen or 
Tamara at the email addresses above for inclusion here in the next edition of our Newsletter. 
We know many of you love to cook; share a handy tip or two with us…. or a culinary 
experiment that worked out surprisingly well!   
 

 
Feedback on ‘Feeding Ourselves’:   
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A National CSA Gathering of Food Sovereignty Activists, growers   and people involved in 
community food initiatives took place in We Create on Saturday 5th March, co hosted by 
Cultivate and the Community Farm. 

 

Amongst the themes explored were: Biological Farming, Community Co-operatives, CSAs in 
Ireland, Food Ecologies, Food Sovereignty, Soil Nutrition and Working with Horses.  
Discussion groups examined how to facilitate connections between CSA, food co-ops and buyers clubs, 
community gardens and kitchens, grow projects and local food supply and distribution systems. They 
looked at how best to achieve unity in efforts to access grants and funding, how to maintain a united voice 
in lobbying for change and how best to foster interactive education, share information and provide mutual 
solidarity and practical support. As well as looking at how to lobby for policy and legislative changes, the 
discussions touched on topics such as Community Cooperation and Community Networking, Education 
and Information Sharing, Community Health and Integration of Technology as well as practical matters 
such as Farm Insurance and how to share practical tools with other similar groups in the community. The 
hope was to learn from each other, identify barriers to collective progress and share how different projects 
have navigated the challenges they have faced. 
 

 

This gathering specifically aimed to strengthen the Irish 
CSA network, to develop solidarity-based partnerships 
between local producers and consumers with Urgenci, 
the International Network for CSAs (Judith Hitchman, 
UN linked advocate for Urgenci joined the conference 
via Skype) and to progress a more just food production 
model with Food Sovereignty Ireland. A major 
practical outcome of the day was the various groups 
contributions to a joint Action Plan.. to be used as a 
practical shared tool in lobbying for much needed policy 
and legislative change to food production in Ireland. 

 
Facilitated by Davie Philip and co-documented by Dr. Ollie Moore, the event was well attended, the 
debates and discussions lively and productive and an Action Document is currently in the process of 
being refined. In the evening Farm Flicks showed Polyface Farm...an inspirational film echoing the 
themes of the day, featuring the visionary American ‘radical’ Farmer Joe Salatin and encouraging 
solidarity in all communities determinedly ploughing the furrow of local production in the face of 
oppressive global food politics. 
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Peppa the Pig Joins our Community Farm 
 

 
Peppa the Pig Happy in the Hay                                                                                                                 Photo: EB 

 
For those who haven’t yet met her, our latest addition to the Farm is Peppa the 
Tamworth Sow, formerly resident in Co. Wicklow.  
She is currently lodging in the shed opposite the horse stable and is reportedly very fond of chard 
and parsnips. Pat and Kevin have placed her on a slimming regime as she is a little on the heavy 
side for breeding but now with the arrival of warmer, sunnier weather Peppa shall soon be 
moving out of her enclosure into one of the farm fields;  there she shall be able to get more 
exercise which, along with her healthy leafy diet, should improve her overall fitness and beauty. 
You go, girl…. 
 
                                                      Accreditations: 
 
    Photographs taken by:  Eileen Brannigan, RTE  
    Content and design layout: Eileen Brannigan.  
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END/ 
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